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WHY PAY 35c to do your Jaundry? Our price 25c.
Speed Queen, ·4009 Central NE. Open 7am10pm. 11/19

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

.
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MA'fURE YOUNG WOMAN will babysit in my
home near UNM, 243-4776,
11/24

:>

ltates: 15 cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run rive or more
com~ecutive days with no changes, nine cents per word per day, lno refunds if cancelled
before five insertions). Classified advertisements must boe paid in advance,

z

Marron Hall room 131 or by moil to:
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Clnssilied Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque, N .M.
87131 .
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PERSONALS_ _ __

SUICIDE is a permanent solution to n temporary
problem.
Call
AGORA
277-3013,
24
hours.
11/21
!\IARY -All I wanted to do was to take you to the
best place in town for lunch, Just because their
prices weren't high you didn't like it. Well
Carrara's has the highest quality food, the best
service, and the nicest atmosphere of any place
I've ever been. I thought it would be a nice place
for us to meet for lunch occasionally to talk.
Nick,
11/18

<ll

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have friends who care at Birthright 247-g819,
tf~

P,...

MEN AND WOMEN looking for a way to balance
mind, ~ody, and,~motions~ paJ~ <!ays: David 2435333; nights: March 242-7303,
·
11!18

~

N~W MEXICO-Give it all! Tony Hillerman's
New Mexico is the gift for all seasons. This Christmas at UNM BOOKSTORE! 11/18
.:cc__ _

2.

LOST AND FOUND

EDWARD SULLIVAN, Found your ID card,
Steve 298-8685.
11/18

3.
WILL
3292.

SERVICES
TYPE
12/5

PAPERS.

Call

Kim

265·

FREE! FREEl FREEl Outd()or portrait, 5 x 7
double-weight. Absolutely no strings attached!
UNM students, faculty, star! or immediate family
O,D, required). Sunday, Nove~er 23, 10n.m. to 4
p.m. Come to: A-Photographer, 1717 Girard Blvd
NE, just north of Indian School Road, opposite the
Albuquerque Tennis Club.
11/21
BABYSITTING FOR NORMAL or handicapped
11/20
children, Reasonable. Diane-266-2W5,
DIVORCE by petition, $36 clerical fee plus filing
12/1
fee. 296·4977. 24 hour answering service.
VARSITY HOUSE, 141 Columbia SE. Deluxe 1·
bedroom, furnished apartment, $160 includes
utilities 268-0525.
11/20

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, students!
Custom black-and-white processing printing.
Fine.grain or pushprocessing of film. Contact.
sheets or custom proofs. High quality enlargements, mounting, etc. Advice, if asked. Call 265·2444
orcometo1717GirardBlvdNE.
tfn

'vw

CAMPER 1961 new engine & transmission, ·
radials, $600. 262·0185.
11/19

ROYAL ULTRONIC OFFICE Typewriter. Good
11/19
condition, $275 new. Sell $15. 243-5447,
LEVI's-BLUE JEAN big bells always at The
Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243-6954. tin

1970 9PASS. VW Bus, 881-4520.

11/24
·-~~-

6.

GRILL & FOUNTAIN HELP needed. Apply in
person Dairy Queen 1/d, 6313 Central
NE.
11/18
.

ACCURA 1'E FESTIVE BIRTH horoscopes d('awn
by Professional Astrologer $5.00. Unique Christmas, birthday gift. InterpretatiQn $15, Astrology
classes begin Dec, 4, 1975. Bill Nolan, 2680247.
11/18

PART TIME JOB, Graduate students only, Af·
terl'loons & evenings, Must be able to work Friday
& Saturday nights. Muf>t. be 21 years old, Apply in
p~rson, no phone calls plea!lc, Save Way Liquor
Stores, 5704 Lomas. NE, 5516 Menaul
NE.
11/25

EDITOI}IAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
theses, proposals, reports, and books, Harvey
Frauenglass, Editorial Consultant, 344-8344.
11/3
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST, IBM selectric.
Guaranteed accurncy with reasonnbll'! rates, 298·
7147.
11/19

4.

FORRENT

ROOMMATE NEEDED: Spacious SW valley
home-fireplace, den w/woodhurning stove, large
fenced yard, $80/month, utilities included. Mitcfl,
days 836·5005,
1117

Two

BEDROOM APARTMENT $125, one
bedroom apartment $110, $75 deposit. 1216 Mar·
ble NW, 294-4944, 243·6389.
11/17

OVERSEAS JOBS-temporary or permanent,
.~urope, Australia, S, America, Africa, etc, All

fields, $500-$1200 monthly, Ex:penses paid, sighl·
seeing. Free lnfo.-Write: International Job Cen~
ter, Dept. NB Box 4490, Berkeley, CA
94704.
1/21
·Student Spouses to work on Daily LobQ produc·
tion staff. Hours 8 p.m. to midnight, Sunday
through Thursday. Amount of time remaining at
UNM will be a consideration (2 or more years
preferred). Good typing skills. For more in•
formation come to Marron Hall, Room 131, betWl.'C'n 8 and 4:30p.m.

8. MISCELLANEOUS

TWO BEDROOM, utilities paid, $210, damage
deposit. Dec. l·June 15 only. Prefer male graduate
students. Call Sunday or Monday {9 to 3~, 842·0163
fodnfo.
11/21

WANTED: Used pinball machines, any condition,
293·1818.
1215

ROOMMATE WANTED for 2-bdrm apartment..
Quiet neighborhood $87/mo. 262-0535.
11/21

"HAYWIRE" Band for hire Rock, Country, Jazz.
Ca11243-3632, 831-5908.
11/19

ROOM IN BEAUTIFUL mountain foothills
home. Mature responsible professional woman
preferred, 2g4-4944.
11/17

GOT A BAND'/ Want some !.'Xposure•call Ron at
Okies across from the U. 2·12·2151.
11/21

-

.~-c-c--

wANTED: All kinds oftools! 294-fl026.

FORSALE

SPECIAL SALE. Great gift book on art,
photography, other things. Christmas cards too.
UNM Art Museum sales desk, Fine Arts Center.
Now.
11/21
WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems
on sale now. Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407
Central NE, 268-8455.
12/4

Gay women's gathering, Tues., Nov. 18, 8 p.m.,
Juniper rm. 1055, Mesa Vista.

/

.

Take two
before bedtime

Check it out: NISCA meeting. free food and
beverages-need comments, advice, ideas,
anything-planning newspaper and radio shows
for skins or all tribes, Nov. 18, Kiva Club, 5:30

NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center.
Quality 10-speed bicycles, Camping, hikl9g, and
backpacking equipment. Trail Haus-CYtlery, 1031
San Mateo SE. 256-9190.
tfn

The UNM Wilderness Study Group meets
today, 7:30p.m., rm 129, SUB.

SCHWINN VARSITY 26". Recently overhauled,
cleaned, lubed, front to back. New cables, bralo:e
pads all around. 247·1457 Robert.
11/1.7

U. Nursing Students
Help Pre-School~rs

Student Court meeting, Tuesday, Nov. 18, 3
p.m. in ASUNM office, rm 242, SUB. All justices
please attend,

SILVER SHADE Persian eat, remaiC, year old.
· $60 make offer. 765-1588.
11/18

YOU PICK EM, we'll pie em. Pie Inc. Free
e~Limates. 881-3134.
11/18

Hair Design Centre
255·0166
7804 Central SE

Gay men's gathering, Wed., Nov, 19, 8 p,m.,
Juniper rm. 1055, Mesa Vista.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS from $125 utilities
paid. Walk to UNM, no pets. 400 Maple SE, 843·
7632, or 265-9593.
12/5

DICYCLES-L()West prices and largest !!election
o£ the finest European makes. Gitanes $115; Ber·
tins $165. R.C. Hallett's WQrld ChampiQn Bicycles,
tfn
2122 Coal PI SE. 843-9378.

Markham International

....--

"The Dangers of Thinking Historically," by Dr.
Gordon A, Craig, Tuesday, Nov. 18,8 p.m .. Wood·
ward Hall, rm 149. Presented by the History
Dept.

NEW CORONAMATIC 2200 electric typewriter,
excellent condition, $250 or best offer. Call 2427309.
11/11

p.m.

"Goldentouch~

"Bridal Ring"
and "Columbia" wedding bands
are available at ...

C(§Cf6~

The [ilm, "Lovejoy's Nuclear War," about. one
man's action, the law, and a nuclear power plant
will be shown Tues., Nov. 18, 2 p.m .. rm. 101,
UNM Law School. Sponsored by UNM Lawyers
Guild. Film was voted best political !ilm at 1975
San Francisco International Film Festival.
There will be a poll worker's mecling tonight al.
7 p.m. for students working the polls in
tomorrow's ASUNM Senate run-of£. Cheek Room
242 or the SUB for location.

jEWELERS

"The Unusual as Usual"
6605 Menaul Blvd, NE
Telephone 881·8939
!across Menaul from Coronado Center)

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo
time(s) beginning
, under _the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2: Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; !?For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

Enclosed $ _ _ _ Placed by ________ Telephone __

l.

By Lynda-Sparber
For people of any age, a stay in the hospital can be an in·
timidating experience, but for a child. the experience is almost
always terrifying.
Sever~! stude?ts in t?e UNM College of Nursing, as part of a
comn:tumty, servt~e proJe~t, have set out to acquaint pre-school
and f1rst grade chtldren wtth some of the routine procedures they
would encounter in a visit to the hospital.
. Two seniors in nursing, Carolyn Jaramillo and Sharon Tafoya,
children from the Serendipity Day School to the
ospital rooms in the new nursing and pharamacy
~uilding. There, the children are allowed to play with the medical
mstruments and one child is selected to play the role of patient, to
show how the instruments are used.
Jaramillo, who works in the pediatrics ward of a local hospital
as part of her nursing training, said, "Children come into the
hospital really scared, They don't know what a thermometer is,
what a stethoscope is. I've seen kids scream when they see
lhem."
Holding up a couple of stethoscopes, the nursing students
asked one group of students if they knew what the "funny things"
were, "Telescopes," one boy matter-of·factly replied, with the
rest of the children nodding agreement.
After a brief lesson in how to pronounce stethoscope, Jaramillo
showed how the instrument is used to listen to the heart with
five-year-old Katy Quinlan as the patient, complete with childsized hospital gown.
Later, the children took turns listening to their own hearts
l~rough stethoscopes, They also had their temperatures taken
With an electric thermometer, which flashes the temperature on a
small lighted screen.
(CClntinued on

Want Ads say it
i~ a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

f

The committee did not release the information
which the letter threatened to expose about King.
Copies of the letter were sent to both King and his
wife.
The letter, the committee staff said, was part of
a concentrated effort by the FBI to discredit the
Black leader, who was described in a 1962 memo by
J. Edgar Hoover as "no good.''
.
Schwartz said, "The FBI had a paranoia that the
American people couldn't deal with Martin Luther

"Head Trips for Dudes & Dolls"

·-··~-·----------

MIDAS MUFFLER tor chevy. Call265·5495 after
5.
11/18

WANT SOME HONEST DIALOGUE? Three
small groups arc being formed at First United
Presbyterian Church, 215 Locus, NE, beginning
this week and running for six weeks: Thursdays,
7:30p.m. "So What's the Dilference" (Focusing on
contemporary Christian denominations); Sundays,
10 a.m. "For God's Sake, De Human!" (The human
a9pect.'l of the Christian Faith); Tuesdays; 7:30
p.m. "Self-Empowerment & Awareness"
(Focusing on self·assertiveness). For more information contact Gary Weaver (247·g594) or San·
dy Schiltz 1247-9871).
11/18

Who would go to a barber who charges $55 for a haircut? Paul
Newman, Peter Lawford, flichard Benjamin, Paul Anka, Lee Marvin,
Michael Sarrazin and Richard Jaeckel!, are just some of the notables
and celebrities who have thier hair cut by Jim Markham.
And now you, too, can get your hair cut with the Markham Style
Innovator Method for $10 or less (a lot less than $55). The Markham
Style Innovator Shops listed below offer you styling expertise and
methods developed by Jim Markham. In addition they're exclusive
sources of the much-wanted Markham Style Innovator Grooming
Products. Indulge yourself.

11/18

CITADEL APARTMENTS-An apartment complex: for the young and the young at heart. Rents
start at $135. Large swimming pooL Erfieiencies &
l·bdnn available, furnished or unfurnished.
Walking distance to UNM. 1520 University NE,
243-2494.
12/5

MlNOX B CAMERA, acessories $115. This in·
eludes $35 worth prepaid pro~essing envelopes,
290-4006,268-5888.
11/18

WASHINGTON (UPl)··The FBI, considering
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., a "dangerous" Black
leader, anonymously threatened to expose
damaging information about him unless he committed suicide before accepting a Nobel Prize it
was disclosed Tuesday. ·
'
The partial contents of a letter, received by
King 34 days before he was to be awarded the
Nobel Peace Prize in 1964, were made public
during a hearing by the Senate Intelligence Committee on FBI domestic intelligence activities.
The letter told King, "There is only one thing
left to do. You have just 34 days to do it. You are
done. There is but one way out for' you."
Chairman Frank Church, D-Idaho, stopped committee counsel Fred Schwartz, who was reading
portions of the letter, and asked, "This was·
suggesting suicide?" Schwartz replied, "Yes ,sir.''

The S55 Haircut·

''""'-·~---~

·wANTED: Two bcdr.oom house or apt.. near
UNM, for spring semester. 247-27~4.
11120
WANTED: 2 or a responsible people to rent our 3
bcdl'oom house completely furnish.E>d. Located one
half block from Nob Hill Shopping center. Close to
schpols, bus, and UNM. Must see to appreciate.
268·5216.
11/24

5.

Martin Luther King Threatened
In- Anonymous letter from FBI

Polling booths are located at:
1) Geology Building
2)SUB
3) Law School

EMPLOYMENT

PASSPORT IDENTIFICATIO.N photos, Lowest
prices in town! Fast., pleasing, Near UNM. Call
265-24-14 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.

' .:r

PIRG Board of Directors
Eleetion Wed. Nov. 19

Marron Hall, Room 131
Mail To:
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

71
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Called 'Top Priority' by Dean

library Works on Book Backlog
Getting thousands of books into the hands of University
students and professors is a top
priority for 1976, said Paul
Vassallo, dean of the UNM
Libraries.
About 150,000 books, purchased since 1973 with proceeds
of a statewide bond issue and in·
tended to fill gal?s in existing
collections, are waiting to be
catalogued and made available.
Extra money will be needed to
eliminate the backlog, Vassallo
said.
An effort to determine the
magnitude of this undertaking
will begin Jan. 1 with the Backlog
Elimination Pilot Project.
"We will spend three months

ow Run-Off Turnout Expected

An expected low v_oter turnout m today s
Senate run·off election could become
.
F lower d~pending on the weather.
our candtdates are vying for the three Senate
at stake in the run-off which was precipitated
a
35
vote discrepancy in the tally of the ballots
1
. ast Wednesday's election. Seven new senators
cted by the students in that contest.
Today's run-off candidates include Pamela
of the Student Veteran's Party, Greg Cruz
the Student Veteran's Party, Ginger Kilbourne
the USDA Choice slate, and Celia Knight of the
Duo,
In her platform statement printed in the LOBO
,week, Cyran said she is concerned with
services, improving library efficiency, and
on campus.
Will put my personal efforts into improving
expanding our day care centel' (at UNM),"
said.
Kilbo 11 •ne said she is also concerned with camsafety and, in particular, with improvement of
at UNM. ·
appropriation of $290,000 will be deter-

King. In one memo, they called him 'the most
dangerous and effective leader in the country'.''·
In January, 1963, William Sullivan, the deputy
FBI director, sent lfoover details on a plan to
discredit King "by taking him completely off his
pedestal and reducing his influence.
"This can be done and will be done " Sullivan
said. "Obviously, confusion will r~ign ... the
Negroes will be left without a national leader." ·
Schwartz said a draft of the suicide letter was
·found in Sullivan's file. Sullivan, no longer with the
FBI, "claims he didn't write it but that it was a
plant by someone else," Schwartz said.
A short time after' Sullivan's 1963 memo the
FBI initiated an investigation that included 16
microphone bugs at King's home, businesses and
ot_her rooms he occupied in addition to telephone
wtretaps.
Schwartz said that FBI records show that its activiti~s accel~r_ate.d each time King played a major
role m the ctvil rtghts movement, including after
the March on Washington. The investigation also
stepped up after King was named Time magazine
Man of the Year and when he won the Nobel Prize.
After King was as sass ina ted, FBI records show
plans to call in "friendly congressmen" to give
them r_eports on him in hopes of blocking passage
of legtslation making his birthday a national
holiday.

mmed by the senators you elect," Kilbourne said.
"The budget should be based on organizational
responsibility ... and a complete statement where
money goes,"
Knight, an incumbent, said she is concerned
with the recently instituted graduation test,
Senate Bill One, and improving lighting' on campus.
"I feel that it is time for Senate to be more
responsive to the students," Knight said.
The final candidate, Greg Cruz, did not submit a
platform statement to the LOBO.
Polling sites are scheduled for the SUB
Ballroom, La Posada, outside the.Farris
Engineering Building, outside the Geology
Building and at President Davis' lawn.
In the event of bad weather, the Davis polling
site will be moved into the president's garage,
while the Farris and . Geology sites will be
relocated near the main lobbies of each respective
building.
The polls will be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
all full-time Undergraduate students at UNM are
eligible to vote.

trying to learn the extent and
nature of the materials in the
backlog, establishing priorities
and deciding just how much man·
power and time will be needed to
get these books )n use," Vassallo
explained.
The project was developed after discussions with members of
the state Board· of Educational
Finance, which requested a plan
for dealing with the backlog, he
added.
The backlog problem began in
1972 when voters approved a $10
million bond issue to buy boolts
\ \
//'
for all six state higher education
institutions. UNM will receive
about $4.14 million over six
/
years from the bond, but the
/
/ /
money is earmarked only for
' (
pupurchase of books. The
· . f 1. /,
library's annual budget cannot
Paul Vasal/o
support the staff fieeded to $320,000 more than currently
catalog the books and make them budgeted. Even a 25 per cent in·
available.
crease in next year's budget
Another problem has resulted would provide about $300,000
from shortfalls in the library's less for acquisitions than national
current budget- of $1.8 million, standards indicate, he added.
Dean Vassallo said. Inflation has
By the 1978-79 academic year,
boosted book prices by as much when the standards call for an
as25 per cent in the past year.
acquisition budget of $1.2 million,
"Our acquisitions budget for there will not be any bond money
this year is only $440,000, so we to supplement the UNM aphave had to spend $311,000 of the- propriation, Vassallo said.
Processing
of
current
bond money to buy new books
and maintain our subscriptions to acquisitions is up to date at the ·
periodicals and scholarly jour- library, thanks in part to a comnals," Vasallo said. "The bond puter tying the UNM library to a
money was not in tend eo for new college library consortium. Five
books; it was to fill gaps in our computer terminals are used to
"ask" the proper catalog
existing collections."
Nationally recognized stan- headings for new books,
dards indicate a library like the eliminating the time-consuming
University's should spend and costly process of preparing
$760,000 for acquisitions this the information needed to help
y,enr, Dea.n .Yass.aUo· s<tid 1 1\bpub: \users locate books.
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FBI: IIRough, Tough a·nd Di

Fighter
Coupons
Fro

WASHINGTON-The FBI
used '"rough, tough, dirty and
dangerous" tactics in a .12-year
domestic spying program that included investigations of Communists,
students,
Black
ministers and feminists, the
Senate Intelligence Committee
said Tuesday.

"Just
thin kin'
about those
hot dogs
makes you
hungry."

Save You Money!

ci"
C1>

·-----------------------------..
1 HOT DOG • REGULAR FRIES • REG.
SOFT DRINK
ONLY

b.O
o:l

>1<

59C

or Mustard)

GOOD MONDAY ONLY
At 4201 Central Ave., N.E.
Expires Nov. 30, 1975
One coupon per customer. Valid at this

location only.

DER WIENERSCHNITZEL

----------------------------2 CHILl CHEESE HOT DOGS

ONLY

A mouth watering combination of distinctive
home-made style chili American cheese.

69C

ono coupon per customer. Valid at this

location only.

-------------------------2 CORN DOGS· FOR ONLY 79C
DER WIENERSCHNITZEL

A great combination. A bitin' good hot dog
topped with golden brown deep fried corn
meal

..
GOOD WEDNESDAY ONLY
At 4201 Central Ave., N.E.
Expires Nov. 30, 1975
One coupon per customer. Valid at this

DER WIENERSCHNITZEL

REG. SOFT DRINK

Built to handle the biggest appetite In the neighborhood. Large, tasty
hot dog topped with garden fresh tomato wedges,
mustard, and a wedge of pickle.

ONLY

89C
location only.

. -POLISH SANDWICH-: -REGULAR FRiES,--

·-~~L.AR

SOFT

QR~~~y ~u~~ey

99(

with slice of Swiss cheese
and dill pickle on rye.

GOOD FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY ONLY

At 4201 Central Ave., N.E.
Expires Nov. 30,1975

I

one coupon per customer. Valid at this

location only.__

·----------------------*----*_..
DER WIENERSCHNITZEL

A committee investigator
asked if the same techniques
were not used by American intelligence agencies abroad against Nazis and -communists during
World War II.
"Yes sir," Sullivan replied.
The committee also disclosed
that the personal files of the late
FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover
were transferred from FBI
headquarters" to his home for
destruction.

*********·*·***·*·* ,·*...

Among the counter intelligence activities described:
-A 1970 FBI memo ordered
investigations of all Black
student unions and similar
student groups.
-At one point investigations
of all antiwar groups was ordered.
-In 1968, Hoover sent a memo
to FBI offices outlining a need to
investigate neighborhood groups
opposed to the busing of school
children for purposes of integration.
-When an FBI report on an
unnamed individual concluded he
was "not pro-Communist," the
Bureau sent the agents back for
further investigation because the
report did not "prove he was an. ommums t ."
t I-

c

p

I

"Such things were common
practice-it was rough, tough,
dirty and dangerous to persons
being affected-no holds were
barred," Sullivan said. "We did
not
differentiate
between
organization."

elusions, the investigators were
told to continue· to monitor such
groups closely.
-In two cases cited, the FBI
sent anonymous letters to the
spouses of white individuals
cative in Black causes, suggesting that their husband or wife
was being unfaithful. A similar letter was sent to the wife
of a Klan leader in the hope that
marital discord would
activities.

.

-Infiltrators into the women's
liberation movement concluded
after a lengthy investigation that
the aim of such groups was to
"free women of the· humdrum
existence of being only a wife and
mother ... and they wanted equal
opportunity that men have in

"'···work.!' · Despite·· ·these

con-

We know how music should sound.~

''

:a

~

co

-"Dirty tricks" _were not
common. The FBI made
room reservations for
strators at the 1968 Demo,!ral
national convention and againi
Washington for the
Presidential inauguration.
-The lists of "subversive"
Violence prone"
maintained and investigated
the FBI included many I
ministers never involved i
demonstrations.
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By United Press International

Thailand, Laos Neflr War
BANGKOK, Thailand-Thai and Laotian forces fought
the Mekong River Tuesday on the second day of a frontier
that has brought the two countries close to war.
The Thai government sent in reinforcements, sealed the
border and recalled its ambassador from Vientiane, the
capital only 25 miles from the battleground.
' But a government spokesman said Thailand would still try
solve the conflict with its communist-led neighbor by diplom:atie
efforts.

OPEC Gives to Poor Nations
VIENNA, Austria-The organization of petroleum ex1porl;in1
countries (OPEC') decided Tuesday to establish a $1 billion
to help developing nations meet the burden of soaring fuel
in 197.6.
An OPEC spokesman announced the agreement at the end of
two-day meeting of finance ministers of the International Oil
tel. A communique said the aid plan must be approved by
OPEC governments.

Our least expensive receiver has the same low distortion as our most expensive receiver.
At Yamaha, we make all our stereo receivers to a single
standard of excellence.
·
A consistently low inter-modulation distortion of just 01%!
A figure you might expect on~y from separate components.
Maybe ev~n from ~ur $850 receiver, ~he CR·l~OO..
But a figure you II surely be surpnsed to fmd m our $330
receiver, the CR-400.
So what's the catch?
. There .is ~o catch. Sim~ly a. different philosophy. Where
htgh quahty IS spelled low distortion.
Le~s of what irritates you most.
.
. Whde other manufactur~rs are. mostly concerned wtth more
and more pov.:er. ~amaha s engmeers have concentrated on
less and less distortion.
Four different receivers, built to one stan·
dard.

OSLO, Norway-Norwegian jet fighters intercepted
Soviet reconnaissance planes observing NATO maneuvers
forced them out to sea, the Defense Ministry said Tuesday.
Defense officials said the Soviet planes were tracked at ,
feet over the Lofoten Islands off northern Norway
during NATO naval maneu,vers in the Norwegian Sea.
They -- said Norwegian F104 Starfighters were sent to
tercept the big Soviet TU16 Badger planes, which are loaded
.
sophisticated electronic sensing . equipment.
The Soviet aircraft then turned back and within five
had left Norwegian air space, the officials said.

Anti-Missile System Shelve4
WASHINGTON-The Senate overwhelmingly
sent to a House-Senate conference Tuesday a $112.5 billlion
se spending bill which would mothball the nation's
safeguard anti-missile defense system at Grand Forks, N.D.
The Senate adopted the measure for defense spending
Sept. 30, 1976, by a vote of 87 to 7, defeating a liber~l. attempt
by Sen. Thomas F. Eagleton, D-Mo., to impose a ceilmg on
ding through June 30,1976, of $90.2 .Pillion.

Portuguese Leftists on Alert
LISBON, Portugal-Leftist tro?ps pu~ themselves
unauthorized alert in Lisbon Tuesday m reactiOn to rep_orts
·government was seeking to oust military Security Chief
Otelo Saraiva de Carvalho.
The troops assigned to guard the nation's ~ain brc>ad•~asttnl
station announced they were on full alert while other key
issued statements in favor of the leftist General.

Democrats Want Tax
WASHINGTON-A "substantial majority" of Democrats,
the House Ways and Means Committee voted Tuesday to
on House passage of their full tax revision bill, even if it
that 1975 tax cuts will expire at the end of the year.
,
"If the Rules Committee fails to give us a rule and we don t
the bill passed on the floor, it may very well be that the ~ax
tion won't go into effect," said Ways and Means Chatrman
Ullman, D·Ore., following a closed caucus of
Democrats.

\o.:.:=.:::,_;,;,;,;,..:.:.::.;.:.;;:;.;,;;;;.,;.;,..;._,;,;;,;,;,:,;;,~~.:.:;·:.:.:··~..,:.,:...·~_..,.1

IM Distortion Comparison
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Between our $330 CR-400 and our. $850 CR-1000, we
have two other models.
The $460 CR-600 and the $580 CR-800.
Since all are built with the same high quality and the same
low distortion, you're probably asking what's the difference.
The difference is with Yamaha you only pay for the power
and features that yo' u need.
'
A musical heritage.
Our seeming preoccupation with low distortion, in general,
and the resulting low 1M distortion in particular stems from
Yamaha's own unique musical herit~ge.
'
Since 1887, Yamaha has been making some of the finest
musical instruments in the world. Pianos, organs, guitars,
wood-winds, and brass.
You might say we're music people first.

More sound per pound

Soviet Planes Fo.rced to Sea

I

GOOD THURSDAY ONLY
At 4201 Central Ave., N.E.
Expires Nov. 30, 1975
DER WIENERSCHNITZEL

Two committee lawyers during
a day-long public hearing
detailed FBI spy activities that
included the sending of an
anonymous letter to Dr. Martin
Luther King threate,)ling to
publicly discredit him and
suggesting he commit suicide.

location only.

--------------------------·

One coupon per tus!omer. Valid at this

·Collecting over :,_ 500,000
dossiers between 1959 and 1971,
the FBI's counter intelligence effort shifted with the social issues
facing the nation. Initially set up
to counter Communists in the
1950s, the spy program shifted to
first the Ku Klux:. Klan, then to
leftists groups and Black
mov~ments during the 1960s.

At one point, testimony from a
closed committee session by
William Sullivan, once the Chief
Deputy to J. Edgar Hoover, was
read into the record.

GOOD TUESDAY ONLY
At 4201 Central Ave., N.E.
Expires Nov. 30, 1975

2 SUPER DOGS
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Probes Shift with Social Issues.

If playing clubs is your gig, you know the choices you face in picking l't\ equipment. Either a couple
of monsler cabinets I hat weigh a I on and lake up half the slage, or somenit:e, slim, lighl columns thai
unfortunately are a little lightweight on sound.Joo. And I he coni I'D I head is either so clulternd with
gizrpos that it takes five minutes to find I he volume knob, or else il's so basic il won'l do everything
you need it to.
Now Cerwin-Vega has a neal·new solution to your PA problems -tho MM-3/V-30 combination that
gives you more power and versatility than. a lot of I he biggies. with I he pori ability of a lighlwnighl.
Efficiency is what the MM-3 syslem is all aboul. and I hat translates inlo more useful foalures per buck.
and more sound per pound.
Where else can you find a compact and affordable PA system with alllhesc importan,l features?
-a built-in professional qualily limiter. so you can run LOUD wilhout the danger of dislorlion on
sudden peaks.
.
-a unique "Freq-Out" feedback eliminator ihel'fi morn effer:live than tone conlrolfi, switches. and
mosl graphic equalizers !'or suppressing feedback. Easier to use, too.
-a switchable 20 dB paq on each of lhr 8 channels. Very imporlant for keeping exira "hot" microphones from overloading the preamp, but many mixers don'l have it.
-a special "Preview" system that lets you listen to any combination of ehannels you chouse through the
built-in headphone amplifier-without disturbing normal operation!
-a hefty 275 watts RMS with less than 0.25% distortion -wilh the same ultra-rugged power amplifier circuit that's shaking movie theaters all over the world in EARTHQUAKE!
-our besl selling, V-30 speaker systems, with a 15" woofer and burnout-protected high frequency horn. At least four times as efficient as the column speakers you're probably familiar
with, plus whole extra octaves of bass and treble response and beller dispersion, too!
And that's just a partial list of the MM-3/V-30 syslem's standard features. When your
needs grow, you'll appreciate the system's versatility even more. Want to use low im·
pedance mics? We've got a low cost converter that installs in minutes and comes ready to
accepl a plug-in snake cord for remote mixing. Need more power? just plug in extra amps
and speakers. Want to run a separate monitor system? The MM-3 is ready. wilh a separate
monitor level control and output. And you can palch in equalizers, electronic crossovers, or
accessory echo or effects devices any time you need I hem.
.
,
So before you buy any I'A, it'll pay you to check out the MM-3/V-30 first. If you though! you eouldn't
get a really high quality system for this kind of money, you're in for a nice su.rprise!

'j

C. - ~ c.rwin-v..p
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Editorials

U~M Ski Club meets Thursday, Nov, 20, 7 ;aO
p,m, In the eo[fee house of the SUB (old Bookstore
areaJ. Purgatory re.present"tives will be here with
movies and door prn:es, Skiers and non•skiers who
want t~ learn are all welcome, Come and win
_door pr1ze.
a

Editorial
0

..0
0

Closed, executive meeting of ASUNM St~dent
Court, Thur~day, 1 p.m,, rm 235A, SUB,

Promises

...:1

>,

Tir~d of the twentieth century? The Society for
Creahve ~nachronism invites you to join the
current Middle Ages nnd discover the arts and
crafts, fighti?g and tho best thnt was thfl Middle
Ages. We wtll meet at 7:30 p.m., rm 2810 SUB
Thursday,, Nov. 20. Come and find out 'about
current Mtddle Ages.
The honorable W. Beverly Carter, past U.S.
Ambassador to Tanzania wlll speak to interested
faculty and students, 3:30p.m. Thursday, Nov. 20 ,
rm 119, ~rt~ga Hall. His discussion may Include
Pan AI_r•can~sm, Non Alignment, etc, from tho
Tanzaman point of view,

:-;::1
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The world of National and statewide politics has once again

·>< descended on the UNM Campus.

~

Students are seen flashing buttons and'placards declaring them-

~ selves for a certain candidate whether it be Harris, Udall or Ford.

"'

But what does it all boil down to? What it means is that the

~ national political machines are looking for people to hand out the
., literature and do all the necessary foot work.
~
Granted, most students who choose to support a candidate are
P.. firmly convinced that their candidate is the man or woman for the
job no matter what his or her idea of the job is. However in the past
one of the favorite political pasttimes is to promise anything and
conveniently forget those promises once elected.

.

Perhaps the favorite catch phrase of politicians who wish to
drum up collegiate support is that they are not part of the "straight
line party" which represents itself with an· ass or an elephant.
These politicians make themselves out to be underdogs who are
going to create equality for everyone, clean up the environment,
and put a chicken in everyone's pot.
Of course there is the other side of the coin where students will
support .a strong top candidate because it will get them in good
·with the party. ·
In the meantime the entire student body is bombarded with the
one thing politicians never seem to run out of, namely buttons and
promises.

'

I

If you do decide to become involved with political candidates the
best solution is to make them·remember those promises when the
candidate is elected. The candidate must realize'that there will be a
dry source of manpower on the college campus if he or she forgets
election promises. Also if you get a chance, find the students who
backed the candidate who broke promises and make their lives
miserable with complaints.
· If students. are going to commit themselves to backing candidates they should also be prepared to get the complaints.

:
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Palestinian Strategy: Peaceful Co-Existence
By Hani W, Saba
As Palestinian, I believe that
the creation -of.th~ stat~ of
Israel was a graye political error;
one which has 9one· griENous
harm to the interests of all concerned-the worl'd .c.ommunity.
The Great Powe'ri, the J.!lwish
people themsetyei a.rig of cpur-.
se, our own Pa1elUlilian ·peopl~.
But it was not merely an error, it
was also a crime.::-A crime -Per"
petrated againsf.)h~ natural,
fundamental a)Jd· .~·inalienable
rights of the Pal.estloians. And it
seems to me ;·th'aF now~
last-through fqr. t~o Jate_:_the:
reality of this error and this
crime is fairly lflle(.recognized
and accepted tbroughou~ the
world, except of'cotJrse ·among
those whose minds are· closed
to any facts or arg!Jment::; wtiich
do not suit the demands of
political Zionism.
..
I say "political'~ Zionism
because it is this that has
caused all the trouble in
Palestine. With the' o'riginal objective of providing a J~fuge for
those Jews genuinely' in need of
one, we Palestinian~ 'h?d no

ai·
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Holding as we do this view of
the creation of Israel, it is entirely natural that we 'should
wish and hope that some day
this interloper state will disappear from the scene in the Middle East. Most of us believe that
some day, sooner or 'later,
Israel, as it exists today-a
racist,
exclusive
Zionist
state-will indeed disappear.
We will rejoice when 'that happens, but we would prefer it to
happen peacefully and by
mutual agreement, rather than
amid
violence
and
recrimination.
This does not mean that we,
the
Palestinians
of ' my
generation, are determined to

"drive into the sea" the Jews
now living in Israel. That is a
myth propagated by Israel and
the World Zionist Movement in
order to reinvoke the spectre ol
genocide and to excite world
sympathy for Israel and world
antipathy towards Palestinians.
I believe that all Jews who are
living in Israel must have the
right to remain there. And in
principle, Palestinians are
prepared to accept that
living abroad who are really in
need of a refuge and a new
home should continue to be
permitted to come and settle in
Palestine. There was never any
objection on our part to the im·
migration of such bona fide
refugees until political Zionism
sought to make use of them as
the advance guard for the
establishment of a settler state.
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Instructions
1) Vote for no more tharr three candidates.
21 After marking the ballot, tear it out of the
newspaper.
3) Between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., take the ballot
to one of the 'ASUNM voting places. (SUB,
Ballroom, La Posada, President Davis' lawn,
Geology Bldg. and Farris Engineering)
4) Due to inclement weather, the outdoor
polls may be moved inddors.
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Meeting oOho UNM Democrats, Wed, Nov. 19 '"d
7 p.m., rm 231C, SUB.
' ~
Kiva, C~ub Meet:ng, Wednesday, Nov. 19, 7
p.m., ~abve American· Studios Center. Ni.11J\ani
Days Will be discussod,

<1>

·-

·~1

SJl

I

''Eigh.t or Nine in the Morning," presented by
U.S.-Chma People$ Friendship Associnlir,:m Wednesd~y, Nov. 19, 7;30 p,m,, rm 101, UNM Law
School, 1117 Stanford NE. 50c donation.
Absent(!O ballots for Wednesday's ASUNM
Scnnte run-off are now available in Room 242 f
the SUB.
o
Elections for NMPIRG's Board of Directors will
be all day Wed., Nov •. 19. Minimum of 3 polling
locations will be located at 1) lobby of SUB, 2) Lob·
by of Law School, 3) near east entrance to Gcol
bldg. Candidates' stntemcnta available at ever~
polling lo~ation,
·

z
0

Anthropology Club meeting, Wednesday Nov
19, 8 P_.m. in Mitchell!Jnll, rm 122, Dr. Lewis Bin:
for.d will speak.
Join the UNM Wagon' Wheels square dance

~~~bG~:.m~otevcry Thurs., 7 p.m., rm. 176, John-
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Pamela Cyran-Student Veterans Party

2)-

Ginger Kilbourne-USDA Choice

3)~

Celia Knight-Dynamic Duo

4 ) - Greg Cruz•Student Veterans Party
Write-In Candidates
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1975 ASUNM Run-Off Election

Letters to the Editor...
Letters to the editor
should be no longer than 250
words,
typewri !ten
and
double spaced.
New Mexico
Editor:
Sender's name, address
The Independent. Student Workers Union herein announces its enDAILY LOBO
dorsement of Gregg Cruz and Pam Cyran, of the Student Veterans Party, and telephone number must
No. 53
for Senate in the run-off election today.
bz included with the letter or Vol, 79
The Student Veterans Association has always in the past been sym- it will not be considered for Bo
A1x 20, University P.O., UNM
buquerque, N.M. 87131
pathetic and helpful to the ISWU. They have worked especially hard on pu,blication .. Names· will be
Editorial
Phone (505) 277·
the lighting and security issue we raised this semester.
withheld upon. agreement
4102,
277-4202
The Student Veterans Party has assured us that as senators they would with the editor, in person.
help ISWU in any way that they could. In light of their past support, we
If a letter is from a group, MJ~e New Mexico Daily Lobo is published
have no reason to doubt this.
cft~e11ft t.hrough Friday every regular week
We urge all student workers and supporters of ISWU causes to vote for please in~lude a name,· tele· su tuvcr.slty year and weekly during the
Pu~~er, SC!!Slon by the Board of Student
phone number and address and
Greg Cruz and Pam Cyran today.
cat10ns. of the University of New Mexico,
The Independent Student Workers Union. of a group member.
~e hdnot lmancialty associated with UNM
' ron cl.r~ss
ta
'd
A
,
Arts & Media
Terry England

'I d h d
·
ra• r~a s a regulat1o~s placed against them so they
~ou ~ot operate prof!ta.bly. Even today, the auto inRu~try ~ e~ergy statrst1cs are stacked pro-auto.
.a• roa s av~ not been permitted to operate
plggy~a~k service to the degree they could. Cities
we~e b~r 1 s? ~hat ~eo pi~ H~VE I? have a car-creating
~~ u: .'a ~!t .socrolog1cal rs~lat.on. and anomie and
~n er City lght. At the same trme, h1ghway engineers
I ore upf street car .tracks to make room for one more
an~ 0 d a~t~m.obrles. The st_reet car routes were
rep acfe Wit dles.el buses, "Yhlch ;nust dodge in-andout 0 auto. traff1c. In reality thrs created a much
slower transit sy~tem. It v-:as a national conspiracy--till
today t~e auto mdust~y IS t~e l.argest employer. The
rea~~n. or ~r.e conspiracy IS s•n;ple. There is more
pro 1 . In se mg 40 ~utos than •n one street car-espe~rally after t~e hrghway constructors and oil indu~~~es have therr c.uts. Mass transit is competition--a
rea reat--to ~he ~1ghway Lobby. Now today we are
st~~· as a1r.~tlon, hterally desperat? for gasoline. •
e 50 utlon does not he w1th some magical
gasolin:-less engi~e for the .auto, it lies with encouragrng alternative econom1es. A recent study by
JVIIT state~ t.hat there wo~ld be a net increase in employmen.t ~f rnstead th.e highway trust fund was used
for tran~lt rnstead. of highway~, The automobile transit
sys~etmffls e~cesslvhely expensive a~d we as a nation
can a ord 1t. We ave more pressrng needs.

---Otti~i~i-ASUNM--8aiiOt

Senate Endorsement

I OON'T KJ.KJ«J fJJHY,

eVeN VO/..TAIRE!

quarrel. It was Qnly-our ap~
prehension that this -.concept
was to be distoriect. into a.
political dominion at ~ou·r expense-an apprehension. which
was to be so tragically''ju:=;tified
by events-that led us. to oppose the Zionist colonization of
our homeland and the violence
with which it was forced upon
us.

By Martm NIX
Two years ago the Arab embargo began which "et
in motion a whole cycle of price increa;es, une~ployment, and inflation. However in some ways the
Arabs have done us a favor by ~arning us before
America was entirely dependent upon foreign' energy
Even the Alaska pipeline will only supply 5 per ~ent of
the nation's needs--it it does not freeze up. Synthetic
luels are not coming in time and they will be ex
pensive. The handwriting is there. The country mus~
develop alternative energy sources, and we must conserve. Conservation and energy development must be
done together.
General Motors knows what is comin down the
road, yet they continue to make cars. W~y? In 1930
GM, the oil companies, and related auto industries formed the Highway Lobby--which is now the most
powerful lobby in Washington. in 1930 the street
and railroads were a major obstacle 1 ~ the large ~~r~
porate profits they could realize so the be an ~
series of anti-trust violations and ~utright s~botige of
GM bought out th t
>IJlQEites The electric trolle~ 5b~~e~~~~::::~~r~:VL~s
•nKirup·[ea, while GM bou ht th
.1 d
fe e
Daily, advertising w~s on ee~!'~o~e~::~~~~
.I
mass transit. Meanwhile the Hi hwa
Fund was created which amo~nted to n~thin~
more than a huge subsidy to trucks and autos The
·
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Juarez Tequila tastes terrific, gallops into
the spirit of fun, smoothly mixes or
stands on its own for a tempting thirst
thrill. With a wedge of lime, a sprinkle
of salt, Juarez wins every time. Don't
horse around. Try Juarez Tequila Silver
or Gold today.

lbuquerquc,

87131. Subscription rll.te Is

ortheac.1demicyeu.

he opinions expressed on the ediklrial
of The Daily Lobo arc those of the
solely, Unsigned opinion is that of the

I ~oard o£ The Daily Lobo. Nothing
1M Tho Daily Lobo neccssnrUy
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Student Groups
Campaign For
Pres. Candidates

z

"'

100 UNM Classes Evaluate Professors

.

'

By Joseph Monahan
Q
AI'though
numerous
0
Democratic presidential conC)
-~
X tenders have wandered through
<1>
Albuquerque in recent weeks,lit:g tle
support for the candidates has
~ surfaced at UNM.
<1>
With the state convention to
delegates
to
the
~ .choose
<1> Democratic
marathon
just
bD
several months away only two
p.. candidates
have
formal
organizations here and it appears
doubtful if more than a handful of
the candidates will eventually be
represented on campus.
Arizona congressman Morris
Udall and former Oklahoma
Senator Fred Harris have had
campaign representatives on
campus since late August, but
the people involved with both
candidates admit things are
-~

'

,_,::::.::·~

ASUNM Senator Dick Lees attributes the limited interest in
the '76 race to the amount of candidates. With 10 ·Democrats announced, Lees said it is hard for
students to follow the campaign
and on top of that is the lack of
national recognition by the
majority of the Democratic
a&pirants.
Lees said he is hopeful for
more student participation but
post-Watergate disillusionment,
removal of Vietnam as a campaign issue, and the general
apathy with government
hamper all candidates efforts at
UNM.
Udall is the only member of the
U. S. House seeking the
Democratic nod. His chances to
capture the nomination are called
slim by some observers who cite
the fact that no House member

Morris Udall

Fred Harris

By Susan Walton
About 100 UNM classes will be
participating in the Associated
Students of UNM (ASUNM)
Teacher Evaluation program this•
week and next wee~.
"We're evaluating at least two
professors from each department
or college," said Alfred Santistevan, a member of the
Teacher ~valuation Committee.
One tenured professor and one
associate professor were chosen
from each department by a computer.
Patty McCarthy, chairwoman
of the · ~ommittee, said the
questionnaires for the evaluation
cover four areas: performance of
the professor, content of the
course, availability of career in-

formation, and how well the
"The fellows
(who adprofessor stimulates student in- . ministered the evaluation) were said while-the idea "is wonderful,
I was not impressed with the adterest in the course.
very reasonable," he said. "They ministration." He· said there are
One problem in accompiishing asked the students to distinguish some problems <to be "ironed
the evaluation was . finding · between good teaching and lear- ·out."
enough volunteers to administer ning in filling out the forms."
He said the administrators
the evaluations on Tuesdays and
Tony Hillerman, professor of arrived too late to deliver the
Thursdays.
journalism, said, "It's a great evaluation during his first class
The professors teaching the idea" and should be used to
and "they arrived mid-way
evaluated courses must sign a determine "who is doing a good through a delayeil. (because he
re.lease
authorizing
the job (of teaching) and who is not." expected them at the beginning
publishing of the evaluation He also said the committee was r of the period) lecture" to adresults.
running the evaluation ef- minister the evaluation to his
Fritz
Allen,
associate ficiently.
second class.
professor of chemistry, said the
However, Robert Lawrence,
Sanford Cohen, professor of
evaluationis an excellant idea.
associate professor of journalism economics, said he thought the

>-o

l
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questions the professors respond
to "were not well thought out.
"Personally, I have some
qualms about the whole approach. I have generaliy felt that
the real evaluation can only come
after the student ha& had that
teacher ·for some years," Cohen
said.
•
Santistevan said, "This is a
revitalized program and it has
the difficulties of all new
programs. Things must be ironed
out and there are some problems,
but for being a· new program
'

(Continued on page 12/
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Ford Foundation Fellowships
For Chicanos
Thursday November 20
1 - 3 pm Scholes Hall Room 230
Meet with Arturo Madrid
to determine access needs
'

~~

For more info ca/1 277-3746
or ask Mesa Chicana Members
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Christmas
Portrait

THREE WAYS TO SAVE A BUNDLE.
CONTINENTACS DISCOUNT FARES.

($10.00 Value)
ABSOLUTELY
NO STRINGS
ATTACHED

.

j

J
I

5 x 7 Portrait
. SAVINGS WITH OUR
NIGHT COACH FARES
never too late· to save. And you get the
convenience of a reserved seat on late night
flights between selected cities.

Continental's discount fares can help you
save money off regular Coach fare when you go
home during vacation. And, for those of you
who plan ahead, our Excursion Fares can save
you 25%. For specific savings between city pairs,
call your travel agent or Continental Airlines.
Of course, if you're going skiing or to find ·
your place in the sun, you can save big on your trip
to Denver, Miami or Hawaii on Continental.
We've got low cost vacations to the fun spots.
Call us on it.
We move our tail to save you money in a
·, · variety of ways.
.
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SAVINGS WITH OUR ~
ECONOMY FARES
Skip a meal and save. Reserve a seat Qn all our ~-- "·----~
flights at any time, day or night.
.-
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We really move our
Makers of-Hand Mode Indian Jewelry
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for you.

CONTINENTAL AIRLINES
The Proud Bird with the Golden Tail.
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Dnnclng, Singing, Telling Jokes

Smuggling Weed for Art & Profit:
GtQSS is Greener Over· the Border

musical Good for CGtson

00

.
By Joel White
Ed Sullivan (or maybe even
Howard Cosell) would have loved
it. Johnny Carson would have invited them back, and Bob Hope
would have taken them to Vietnam over Christmas.
"Don't Bother Me, I Can't
Cope," what composer and
lyricist Micki Grant calls "a
musical entertainment," played
at Popejoy Hall Monday night to
an enthusiastic audience.
"Don't Bother Me, ..." is not a
musical comedy. Yes, it's funny,
and yes it's musical; but there is
no plot and no moral. Not that
there should be, though. It is two
hours of dancing, singing, joke
telling to music ranging from
blues to rock to gospel, Roking

fun along the way at everyone
and everything that ever dealt
with the mixing of the races.
Backed up by four musicians
on a platform appearing suspen·
ded behind the black upstage
psyche 12 entertainers, all black
and all overly talented, performed
29
well-arranged
musical/dance numbers.
"Don't Bother Me" was conceived and directed by Vinnette
Carroll with Edmond Kresley in
charge of choreography ·and
George Broderick as Musical
Director.
Out of the 12 performers, most
notable were Elaine Holloman in
her vocal solos, "All I Need" and
"So Little Time;" and Charlaine
Woodard and Clinton Derricks in
their ever pleasant duet, "Thank
Heaven For You." Miss Holloman
projects her well-trained voice to
fill the hall in an overpowering
resonance.
The company intermixes solo
performances with an active

request for audience par. ticipation which is at once
graciously accepted and fulfilled
throughout the second act.
During "Prayer" the audience
joins the company in a rousing
exposition of religious brother
hood reminiscent of a southern
gospel service.
A sad note is that a road show
crew consisting of such talented
performers did not meet this
caliber ·of expertise in its
technical crew; most notably, the
many
times
errant
and
sometimes tacky follow·spot
operation.
· However the
cast and
musicians overcame this flaw and
continued to give a performance
Albuquerque will long remember.

"\Veed"
Jerry Kamstra
Bantam Books/$1.95

•

"Don't Bother Me, I Can't Cope" (above and left) played at
Popejoy Hall Monday night.

Petit Soldat. Le
1960 Directed by Jean·Luc
Godard Godard's second
feature an unconventional
crime thriller set in Geneva,
starring Anna Karina

Affnit Drenms n Drenm
"Dreaming a Dream"
Crown Heights Affair
De-lite/DEP-2017

7:00 & 9:00 pm

*

By Brian Matthews
I don't want to get into the
history of the group, Crown
Heights Affair, simply because I
don't know their past history.
But looking at the cover, and
reading the company notes, you
could swear their history resembles that of other R&B and jazz
groups.
They got started in the church,
moved out into the streets, began
to play in private parties and
parks, then after struggling and
laboring for what seemed like
years finally getting their big
break.
Crown Heights Affair has
produced several albums, but

Thursday
Anchors Aweigh
1945 Two prowling gobs
on a damsel·hunting
expedition in Hollywood
one a sea·going Don
Juan, the other a slightly
backward gawky Chump.
Directed by George
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CRYSTAL LEIF PRESENTS

Directiion, story and photography by Paul Morrissey
Sound and editing by Jed
Johnson.
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o& ASUNM PEG PRESENTO

7:00, 9:00 & 11:00
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CIVIC AUDITORIUM
TICKETS SAO • AlE DUNG MUSIC • NATURAL SOUND U' GOLD STREET
GENERAL STORE:. • CANDYMI\N (SANTA FE'.:)

TICKETS AT THE SUB BOX OFFICE & GOLD STREET
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By Orlando Medina
You're in a '59 Ford station
wagon about to criJSS the border
into the good "ole U.S. of A." and
once you're on the other side
be a lot richer. Why?
scattered throughout
bowels and panels of the car
have about 200 kilos of
that you oi!lY paid
for.
Unfortunately the red-neck
guard in the Smokey the
hat eyes you and out of
nmvhlere he walks towards you
a smile and a screwdriver.
can do now is curse your
stupidit;y and find some room to
hell.
A bad dream? For a lot' of
yes, but for Jerry Kamit was the end of a nice little
nnAr:ot.irm that kept him in money
smoking material.
As Kamstra puts it, he was a
i writer (aren't we all) who
the profits from the dope
to support his family
him to write. He later
his chance: when he got out
jail Life magazine gave him

Imagine Watching music

with the current "Disco" craze,
the album "Dreaming A Dream"
puts them out front. As a
By William Barrett
they are extremely talemeo. Imagine watching music as
They make good use of the horns,
as hearing it. Dancers
but I feel their strength lies in
g melodies in their
the use of the synthesizer, (the :oveiner1ts. The melodies weave
best known instrument of the
into intricate barfuture).
as the dancers blend in
out of various patterns
The title cut,
Dream," was one of the best
the stage. So few people
talk really well with their
ceable jams of the summer
that seeing a group' of
ths. It is on both Side one
Side two; on Side one as an
who can sing with them is
and amazing treat.
strumental, and Side two as
vocal.
Thor Sutowski, the group's co' occasional lead dancer
choreographer,
seemed to i
The current single is
every
movement
of
Beat of My heart" which is
individual
dancer
on
stage
the same line as "Dreaming
flowing, coherent whole.
Dream." It is uptempo, fast
., whould also comment that
naturally danceable. The
, ~ompany was incredibly well
is "I am me," with good
·
Too many ballets are
and the ever present horn
when the dancers try to
of Crown Heights Affair.
a
soloist
and thus destroy
It is fitting that
communication
the
Heights Affair" record on
r.ore·onan
l~er wants to share
lite. De-lite is distributed by
audience. Fortuantely
records, and is known in
members of San Diego Ballet
record world· as the disco
seemed to maintain a
Kool and the Gang, the Kay
consciousness
of the
and Gary Toms Empire are
their
music
and
dance
distributed by
records.
creating.
The weakest piece was the
"Paquita." It seemed to
merely an ego trip for
· who danced the lead.
the women of the corps
on stage a few at a time.
Sutowski did his thing, a
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, ~ Free Films
[ ~ Wedn~sday
~November I
*~ Typhoon
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Fea turing:
Dorothy Lamour
Robert Preston
Showings at 10:00 am
11:30 am & 1:00 pm
In the SUB Theatre
Sponsored by ASUNM &
Student Activities

*
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$5000 to record everything from
the growing of marijuana in
Mexico to the final delivery of
the kilos to San Francisco.
The quality of the book does
not come from the concern over
growing and smuggling but
rather it is more of an insight into
the Mexican campesinos and the
feudal-like fefes who deliver 'the
weed to the smugglers. Kamstra
also looks at the lifestyles of the
macho (which by the way for
those people who insist on band.ering the term about, refers to
the male mule). Even the local
jokes of the people are included
(Why do Mexican women refer to
eggs as blanquillos instead of
juevos?)
Kamstra originally toured and
lived in Mexico as one of the beat
generation and is quick to point
out how the nicest places in
Mexico have been overrun by the
Winnebagoed blue-haired
retirees from Omaha and the preworn
out
Levis
hippie
generation.
Thrown in are views of the battle between the local growers
and the Mexican army (financially supported",by. the U.S.
government
in
Operation
Cooperation) which often result
in shoot outs.
·

marvellous little solo, flaunting
his ability as a dancer. The rest
of the piece was his narcissistic
prancing around the stage with a
corps of eight female dancers
following his every movement.
The second piece started
casually with a man in a suit
walking out on stage, looking
around, saying "I guess
everything's all right," and
walking off. Then the dancers
trickled casually out from the
sides, apparently messing
around, waiting for the piece to
start. Slowly these seemingly
aimless meanderings began to
form patterns among themselves
leading to an intensity which the
dancers maintained throughout
the piece.
On the next piece, "Harp Concerto," the music began before
the curtain rose. As the sound of
the harp soloist joined the orchestra, the curtain lifted
revealing a female soloist dancing to the harp. Then while the
harp interacted with the orchestra the dancers wove around
t.he soloist.
The last piece, "Napoli," was a
let down. It had been billed in
their advertisement as a story in
which a wicked witch tries to
stop the wedding of two lovers,
· but like the rest of the evening's
program it was basically abstract
dancing.

TAOS CARDS
460o Fourth Street N.W.

345-2125

SOUTHWEST GREETINGS
Distinctive New Mex.ico themes.

Christmas Cards: Traditionai•Advent Calendars
Etchings Personalized Service

As for the actual smuggling it- FILM; "Le Petit Soldat" (1963), directed by
UNM chapter of NPPA, all interested
photographers arc invited,
self, in order for Kamstra to take Jean-Luc Godard, plays tonight at the SUB, 7 &
ART: An exhibition of "French Poster Art of
9p,m,
photos of the campesinos · FILM: Frank Sinatra, Gene K!"lly and Kathryn
the 1890's" opens Sunday at the UNM art
museum.
growing and transporting the Grayson star in "Anchors Aweigh" at the SUB
MUSIC: Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra in
tomorrow
night,
7
&
9
p.m.
weed, he had to buy a marijuana
wncert with Dave Brubeck, Popejoy Hall,
FILM: ''Shaft" with Richard Roundtree plays at
Friday and 8aturday, 8:15p.m.
field and arrange the smuggling the SUB Friday, 7 & 9p.m.
DRAMA: Shakespeare's "'l'welfth Night" plays
details himself. (Serious artists FJI.#M; Andy Wathol presents "Trash" (ns
Saturday in Popejoy Hall, 8:15p.m.
usual) with Joe Dallesandro and Holly Wood·
must suffer for their work and star, Saturday night in the SUB, 7 & 9 p.m.
the final profit helps to ease the FILM: "All the King's Men" with llroderick
Crawford and Mercedes McCambridge, directed
pain.)
by Robert Rossen, plays Sunday at Rodey
For those of you interested in a Theater, 7:30p.m.
- Tryouts for Aeschylus'
MUSIC; Student recital, Paul Galasso, cello,
hobby or a wide open job market, Keller
"Agamemnon will be held
Hall, 8;15 p.m. Saturday.
.
Kamstra lists some of the do's MUSIC; Keller Hall Series 4 p.m. Keller Hall
tomorro~ night from 7:30 to 10
and don'ts of the smuggling Sunday.
p.m. in the Honors Center
UNM Concert Choir, Keller Hall, 8:15
profession. An example is that MUSIC:
Lounge.
p.m. Sunday,
bricks or kilos soaked in Coca MUSIC: Senior Recital, Amy Nowacki, piano,
The play is to be directed by
8:15p.m. Keller Hall.
Cola do not really kill the odor or Tuesday,
Walter
Williams of the UNM
DANCE: "Matrix," a combination of music, dan·
help the weed bind together ce and architecture opens tonight and plays
English department. Actors,
when it's pressed into bricks. tomorrow, at Rodey Theater, 8:15p.m.
dancers, percussionists,
DRAMA: "Tratuffe" plays Friday, 8:15 p.m.,
What it really does is add sugar Rodey Theater.
flautists and people interested
to the weight of the brick so some DRAMA: Brecht's "Caucasian Chalk Circle
in Greek drama are invited to
plays Saturday night, B p.m. Rodey Theater.
of the weed can be left out. DANCE:
try. Rehearsals will ·be held
The UNM Ballroom Dance Club is
Ground coffee kills the odor bet- sponsoring n Nostalgia Dance, featuring music
through the month of January.
from the 30'~ to 60's, Saturday in the UNM SUB
ter.
The play will !?e presented in
Ballroom, Small admission charge, starts in the
Kam.stra prefers smuggling by evening most likely,
February, probably the fifth
A seminar in nvnllable·Hgilt
boat than airplane for two PHOTOGRAPHY:
through
eighth
in
the
photography will be given by M, Gandert and R.
reasons: First, when an airplane Lawrence tonight in room 121 of the Journalism
Humanities Theater.
the
is ·transporting and you are bldg., 7:30 , Although
caught, the customs people can
FREEDOM IS···
November 19
follow you and wait. Second, a
An important dimension of personal freedom is a firm
weighted load of weed can find
footing.
A reeling drunk is nor free except in a cynical senits way to the ocean bottom if you
se;
no
one
is free during an earthquake. You are not free
are being pursued.
when you believe in delusions npr when you are confused
Perhaps the best tip of all is
about what to believe.
that there is a difference betIn order to establish your personal freedom, you have to
ween slipping in a couple of lids
come down somewhere. Jesus demanded this of Peter when He
and several kilos, so unless you
asked, " 'But you, who do you say that I am?' Then Simon Peter
spoke up, 'You are the Christ, the Son of the Living God'." (Matare absolutely sure of what you
thew 16:16-17)
are doing and you can completely
Where do you come down? How free are you?
trust everyone you've dealt with,
ltoh.nd McGregor, Campus Minister
don't take up smuggling.
United MJnistries Center

'i'j

Aesch,yl us tr,yout
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1801 Las J.omas, N.E. -l~bonc: 247-(1497

I invit~ JI<IU lo lhe Aium1li rhupcl tada.y, 12:S(J ·1 p.m.,[or thought and prayer.
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The Cultural Program Committee
AND THE ASSOCIATED

STUDE~TS

POPEJOY HALL

---···..,·...,·· ....,
... -~~~ AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Present

The National Players
in
.

Shakespeare's Finest Comedy

s!~~~o~~}~~¥:1~~
and

,I

Eugene O'Neill's Only Comedy

i

I

AH! WILDERNESS
Sunday, November 23 - 8:15 pm
Tickets $5.00, $4.50, $3.50, $3.00

Students & Children - ·Vl Price
Telephone 277-3121
!
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Tito Cagers Coming

Broyles, Miller Pace Field Hockey Team
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By Tim Gallagher
One is a freshman from
Houston, Texas who wants to be
a nurse. The other is a
sophomore from Sandia who wants to be a professional bowler.
Together they have combined to
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Sally Broyles

Dana Miller

score three-quarters of the goals
for the UNM women's field
hockey team this year.
The aspiring Clara Bartqn is
right inner Sally Broyles. The
future keggler is center-forward
Dana Miller.
Sally came to UNM hoping to
get a basketball scholarship, but,
by the time she arrived in
Albuquerque, Kathy Marpe,
Lobo women's basketball coach
had given them all away. "She
told me to go see Mrs. Quinlan
(UNM field hockey coach) and
see if I could get a field hockey
scholarship," said Sally. Now
Sally says, "I like field hockey
twenty times better than basket·
ball," and she is not sure if she is
going out for the basketball
team.
"The Broiler," as she is known
to her teammates, started off the
season in sensational fashion as
she scored 10 goals in the first
three games UNM played. Sally
then got into a scoring slump in
the middle of the year, but was
helping her linemate Dana catch
·up to her with many assists.
Sally has been playing field
hockey since seventh grade and
finds a lot of difference between
high school and collegiate field
hockey. "College games are more
controlled and the people are
more co-ordinated," Sally said.
"There is also a lot more sportsmanship."
The aspiring nurse said, "I'll
probably stay at UNM a couple of
years." About Albuquerque,
Sally said, "I like the mountains
· the best.''
Of her linemate Dana Miller,
Sally said, "She's great, fantastic." Margaret Gonzales plays
on Sally's right and Sally said,
"Margare.t is the best on the
team at bringing the ball down.''
Although the Lobos did not
win any tournaments this year
Sally feels the team has improved since the beginning of the
year because "We can yell at
each other now. In the beginning

SAVE WITH SECURITY

security

c?~l

of the year we didn't know each
other too well, and it's hard to
yell at someone when you don't
know them too well."
The center-forward Miller
said, "Sally and I· play competitively. We get along great,
but when I was sick in the beginning of the year and Sally was
scoring a lot I really wanted to
catch up to her." Dana has, and
on the basis of many Broyles
passes. She was recovering from
strep throat when the season
opened.
Dana concentrates more on her
bowling career during the sum.-··P

,.

_,

~

mer because she m;tnages to keep
busy during the school year.
Besides field hockey, Dana spends time on her double major,
Chemistry and P .E., is also a
Chaparral and "contributes to
the help of the Lord." She said, "I
believe in being a well-rounded
person"
Dana has been playing field
hockey since her freshman year
in high school. She said the main
difference is, "In high school you
get teachers telling you to go out
for the sport. In college it's your
own choice. If you don't want to
go out, then no one bothers you."

Of the team's failure to win
titles, Dana said, "I think we
confidence in ourselves and
comes from playing too
high school teams. I think '
detrimental to play
schools."
When asked who was the
player on the forward line,
said, "That's hard.
(Gonzales) has the best
work and is the fastest. Sally
the most aggressive. I think
have the best timing and
(left inner Rivera) is the best
stopping the ball."

J''l
UNM plays the Yugoslavian National on Nov. 24. Here four old Lobos combine with new
·The junior varsity gets into the act while varsity player Larry junior-college transfer Larry Forte during pre-season practice. Left to right: Dan Davis
Forte (far left) readies for a rebound.
Ricky Williams, Forte, Norm Cacy and Steve Davis.
'
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Water Poloists to Host Contests =
By Randy Builder
If all goes well for the UNM
water polo team -this Friday and
Saturday, they will be digesting
the rest of their Thanksgiving
dinner on route to Long Beach,
Calif. for the seventh NCAA
Water Polo Championships.
Sally Broy~es, "the Broiler,'~ sizzled the Lobo field hock~y opponent's . . _ _to lea
The Lobos need to win three
team in scoring. Broyles, in her distinctive white sun vtsor, attacks an mttmtdated
games in the semi-finals here at
UNM in order to be eligible for
school squad here.
the finals at Long Beach which
will start on Saturday, Nov. 29.
Four teams will participate in
the ser.~ifinals. They are, UNM,
Arizona, Utah and the Air Force
Academy.
The Lobos first game will be
4-3.
The
eleven
goals
allowed
against
AFA Friday, 9:40a.m. If
Although the team lost last
The UNM women's field
they
win
this game they will play
UNM
in
this
tournament
hockey team ended the season on weekend t.o Arizona 6-1 and beat
the
eleven
goals
they
ched
their
second
game Saturday at
a sour note in Tucson as they lost a club team from Utah State 1·0
allowed
in
18
previous
8:50 a.m. If they lose the game
two out of three games at the they managed to get into the
Dana
Miller
and
Sally
with the Academy their' second
finals where they lost to Arizona
Arizona invite.
each scored twice for UNM in • game Saturday will be at 11 a.m.
Coach Rick Klatt said the
tourney.
Lobos' chance of winning the
Lobo Coach Bev Quinlan
semifinals is good. "We have a
"We were doing a lot of
better chance than any of the
around. Although we
teams," he said.
much better in the ch:1m]Jion1Shi
One big reason for this chance
game with Arizona we fell
is the Lobos have the "home2-0 in the first half."

Stickers Lose to Lowly Wildcats;
End '75 Season With 7-5 Record

savings
The Test:
The Review Course:

SOUND
SAFE
CONVENIENT

** A!eal
,11 Accounts Insured up to $40,000
Estate Escrows
FOR OUR
ACCOUNT HOLDERS:
''~·
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Notary Public

Financial ._dvlce

Convenient Hours
9:00 am to 4:00 pm
Monday through Thursday
9:00 am to 5:00 pm·
Friday

Save by Mall

, Central at Girard

2828 Central SE
268·3361

December 6, 1975
November 17 • 20, 1975
6:00 pm • 10:00 pm
UNM School of Law, Room 102

Students who are serious about their future legal "Jreers
will want to begin their preparation even before they take
the Law School Admission Test. Professional Educators of
New Mexico, Inc. In conjunction with Professional Educ'!tors,
Inc. of Washington, D.C. offers a course to help you ach1eve'
a higher score on the LSAT. The course consists of four consecutive nights of preparatory lnstrucjlon, taught by at·
torneys and other professionals, utilizing an approach
technique which familiarizes the student with the format of
the LSAT and the analytical techniques and methods which
can lead to better scores on the test.
PENM's updated course materials and limited enrollment
policy assure maximum student Involvement and an insight·
Into the latest LSAT developments.
PENM guarantees that If you do not score 600 or above
on the LSA T you may take the course again at no charge.
.
·Professional Educators af New Mexico
...,.,....,. ..........,...,..
Post Office Box 26045
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87125

(505) 255·4050

.....L....;;..----~~.;..;;.;,;;;,;;...._ _....

The women finished the
with a record of 15-6 overall.
includes an 8-1 record
high schools and a 7-5
against college teams. ,

University of Albuquerque
1976 Tours
Rio De Janeil"o over
Easter, April 9 - April17, $642.
includes alrfair, 13 meals, Hot~l
Summer Field Trips to:

the Ol"ient, July 24 Aug. 6, $1199
the British Isles, June
- July 15, $1399
USSR/Nol"them EuroP'
June 23 - July, no price set
South Amedca, June
15 · July 4, $1599
Seats only to Europe approx.
For Further Information

Contact S. Jones
At293·4200

Broyles,
Miller

l~ntinucd from page 10)

Dana credits ner timing as the
reason she is able to score so oflen.
Lobo Coach Bev Quinlan talked
about her two high scoring
players. "With some seasoning I
think Sally will be exceptional.
Outside things tend to bother her
now, but she'll get over that with
maturity. Dana is a gold nugget.
Her competitive instinct is high.''
Although the duo started to play
together better as the season
progressed, Quinlan said, "They
~on't play together as well as I'd
hke them to, but that comes with
age,''
So until one puts on a starched,
white uniform and the other rolls
16 pound balls on wooden floors,
lhe DNM field hockey team will
continue to have a pair of aces.

court" advantage. The other
teams will have to travel hours to
get here while the Lobos will be
able to stay in their normal
routine. Assistant Coach Eric
Hansen said, "We're counting on
winning.''
"We're expecting a big crowd"
Klatt said.

There are two polo players the
Lobos will be looking to for
strength. Klatt said they are
Steve Piszkin, a junior from San
Diego who is also on the swim
team and David Lee who placed
first in the two freestyle events
last Friday.

~
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Christmas Vacation Travel
We have group travel reservations
for Dec. 20 to: New York, Chicago,
and Los Angeles.
Reserve Now and Save!

~
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~

~

Universal Travel Service
2906 Central SE 255·8665
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Devils Scald Women

. I
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Arizona State and UNM held their first swim meet of the season at
Johnson pool.
The coed meet which started Friday at 4 p.m.. ended with the UNM
men falling to the ASU men, 57-56, and the Devil womel) drowning
the Lobo women, 114-15.
There were approximately 60 spectators at the meet. Wolfpack
Assistant Swim Coach Eric Hansen said early into the competition,
"The ASU women will run us out of the water." At the halfway mark
the Tempe females had already jumped to a 57 point lead.
Hansen said this meet was a good indication of the strength of both
teams. He said, "It's like a basketball opener."
There are 16 men on the UNM men's team. "They are young men
with a lot of potential," Hansen said. He said the men could have won
the meet, "but we were hurting because our two best guys won't be
swimming for us" this year. One of them, Larry Farrar, Hansen said,
had decided a week ago not to go to school this spring so he could start
working toward the upcoming Olympics.
David Lee, a senior, who has been on the teem for four years, took
two first places. They were the 500-yard and 1000-yard freestyle.
Lobo Head Coach Rick Klatt said, "Our swimmers swam well.''
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4011 OARUilE n.E.
Delomer Ploso
ALBUO. n.m. 17107

You think of the
slogan and we'.ll
print It! Any slogan
for your team. .
Candidate
Favorite Hobby
special
gift
or
whatever. Machine
washable Ink will not
run or ·.fade.
Select From Our
Large Assortment
of Shirts and
choose from ov~r
500 Designs!
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See touring through
Mountain Cha let's eyes . . .
Call us for information on our Ski Touring
Clinics ... Complete Ski Touring Outfitters,..
Ski Touring Rentals ... Instruction.
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... u. Classes Evaluate Professors
(Continued from page 7)

everytliuig-fs going extremely
well."
McCarthy .. said,
"We're
evaluating about two classes for
each professor." She said,
however, that. ,some professors
ask that thrt)e or four clas.ses be
evaluated.
·
"The largest Class · w:as .800
students in a psy!)hology: class
and the smallest was about seven

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: 15 cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine ~en·
ts per word per day, lno refunds if cancelled
before five insertions). Clllssilied ad·
vertisements must be paid ln advance.

PERSONALS

hours.
11/21
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien·
ds who care at Birthright247-9819.
tfn

NICK-I'm not stupid-the only reason 1 didn't go
to Carrara's in the beginning was that I couldn't
11/20
!indit..Mary.
WINNIE THE POOH, The Little Prince, Alice &
Snow
White-They're
all
at
QNM
BOOKSTORE-Send'em home to your kids this
Christmas!
11/19

2.

LOST AND FOUND

FOUND: Male dog part Collie. Black w/white
neck & paws. Approx 1 year old. Vicinity o[

Citadel Apts. 242·2189. If/26
309. 11/25
2901. 11/25

FOUND: ONE Hand calculator. Identify &
claim-Farris
Engineering
Bldg
Rm
REW ARDI LOST BRACELET 5, 6 chains antique
clasp, sentimental value. Phyllis Cohen 277~

3•

N .C.H.O. members: Please pick up your raffle
tickets at N.C.H.O. office as soon as possible,
Any students interested in, having Math 319,
Theory of N-umbers, offered spring semester,
·please leave your name with the math department
secretary in Hum. 415.
Attention Engineering Students! Info on
Hughes Aircraft Fellowship and Scholarship
Program (or grad study in engineering available
at Career Services Center, 2nd Floor, Mesa Vista
Hall·South, rm. 2131,
SCHWINN VARSITY 22", Two Frostline
kits-top of the line down bags. Sew yourself.
Value $100 plus, $72 each. Christy 243-

8.

BABYSITTING FOR NORMAL or handicapped
children. Reasonable. Diane-266-2995.
11/20
DIVORCE by petition, $36 clerical fee plus filing
fee, 296·4977. 24 hour answering service,
12/1

4.

ROYAL ULTRONlC OFFICE Typewriter. Good
condition. $275 new. Sell $75. 243-5447.
11/19
LEVI's-BLUE JEAN big bells always at The
~obo Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243-6954, tfn

GOT A BAND? Want some exposure call Ronal
Okies across from the U. 242-2151.
11121

CIT.ADEL APARTMENTS-An apartment complex for the young and the young at heart. Rents
start at $135. Large swimming pool. Efficiencies &
1-bdrm available, furnished or unfurnished.
Walking distance to UNM, 1520 University NE,
FURNISHED APARTMENTS Crorn $125 utilities
paid, Walk to UNM, no pets. 400 Maple SE, 843-

FORRENT

TWO BEDROOM, vtilities paid, $210, damage
deposit. Dee. 1-June 15 only. Prefer male graduate
students. Gall Sunday or Monday (9 to 3), 842-0163
forinfo,
11/21
ROOMMATE WANTED for 2-bdrm apartment.
Quiet neighborhood $87/mo. 262-0535.
11/21
WANTED: Two bedroom house or apt.,· near
UNM, for spring semester, 247-2704.
11/20
WANTED: 2 or 3 responsible people to rent our 3
bedroom house completely furnished. Located one
half block from Nob Hill Shopping center. Close to
schools, bus, and UNM. Must sec to apprecinte.

I2/5 268·5216. 11/24

WHY PAY 35c to do your laundry? Our price 25c.
Speed .Queen, 4009 Central NE. Open 7am-

ROOMS FOR RENT $65/mo. includes utilities,
1620 Silver SE, 247-9736.
11/20

5.

FORSALE

MATURE YOUNG WOMAN will babysit in my
home near UNM. 243-4776.
11/24
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, students!
Cusltlm black-and-white processing printing.
Fine-grain or push processing of film. Contact
sheets or custom proofs.Highqualityenlargemen·
ts, mounting, etc. Advice, if asked. Call 265-2444
or come to 1717 Girard BlvdNE.
Un

BICYCLES-Lowest prices and largest selection
of the finest European makes. Gitanes $115; Ber·
tins $165. R.C. Hallctt•s World Champion Bicycles,
2122 Coal PI SE. 843-9378.
Un
SPECIAL SALE. Great gift book on art,
photography, other things. Christmas cards too.
UNM Art. Museum sales desk, Fine Arts Center.

PASSPORT IDENTIFICATION phof.Qs. Lowest
priceH in town. Fast, pleasing. Near UNM. Call
265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
SMALL CARS REPAIRED, small shop, small
prices. Datsun, Fiat, Toyota, Volvo, Pinto, Capri,
etc. 205 Stanford, alley. Call Phil, 2553180.
11/25

Now.
11/21
WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems
on sale now. Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407
Central NE, 268-8455.
12/4
NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center.
Quality 10-speed bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment. Trail Hn.us-Cyclery,1031

19709PASS. VW Bus, 881-4520..

6.

293-18I8.
I2/5
Coli243·M32, 83I·5908.

WANTED: Used pinball•machines, any condition,

I

11/19

The Fa~ulty .P_olicy Committee (FPC) yesterday
approved m spmt a proposal which would increase
the range of cases which could be heard by the
Student Standards Committee.
~h~ propos~!, however, met with mild oppositiOn because of what some of the FPC members considered faulty wording.
Drafted by an ad hoc committee established by
the UNM Regents, the proposal would rename the
Student Standards Committee to the Student
S~a.nd(ll;'ds an? Grievances Committee, while
givmg It the right to hear cases brought against
UNM faculty and staff by students.
The Student Standards Committee, a joint
faculty-student committee, is now empowered to
h~a~ .only ~ppeal cases involving potential
dJSCiphne agamst a student.

11/24 .

EMPLOYMENT

PART TIME JOB. Graduate students only. Afternoons & evenings. Must be able to work; Friday
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 yenrs old. Apply in
person, no phone calls please. Save Way Liquor
Stores, 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul

NE. 11/25

OVERSEAS JOBS-temporary or permanent.
Europe, Australia, S, America, Africa, etc. All
fields, $500·$1200 monthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing. Free info.-Write: International Job Cen·
ter, Dept. NB. Box 4490, Berkeley, CA

94704. I/2I

Student Spouses to work on Dnily Lobo produc·
lion staff. Hours 8 p.m. to midnight, Sunday
through Thursday. Amount of time remaining at
UNM will be a consideration (2 or more years
preferred). Good typing skills. For more in·
formation come to Marron Hall, Room 131, bet·
ween 8 and 4:30p.m.

Presentation on available light p.hotogrnphyb1
Mike Gandcrt and Prof. Robert Lawre11ce Wed.,
Nov. 19, 7:30 p.m., Journalism building. N~U.
Press P~otographers Assn. c!cction of officers fer
the J:Offilllg year will also be held. Refreshmeol$
will be served.
The UNM Folksong Club will meet in rm 250A
& B o( the SUB, Thursday night,
Campus POlice register aild engrave soe~l
security numbers on bikes, every Wednesdayj 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. at 1821 Roma NE. Bring your
"bicycle, UNM ID card and bike serial number.
Gay men's gathering, Wed., Nov. 19, a p.m.,
Jun[per rm. 1055, Mesa VIsta.

Thunderbird magazine is accepting submissions
for spring semester issue. Art work should be submitted in person. Written submissions should b~
submitted with a self-addressed, stamped err
velope. Submit to rm 132, Marron Hall or maUe/o
Thunderbird, UNMBox 20, Alb.87131.

NEED TWO PEOPLE to help me in my business.
Ca11842-9508 4p.m. til15p.m. only.
11/19
WANTED: SINGING WAITRESSES weekends
6pm·2am.
Call
Tobys
268-0948, , 296·

Input needed from women who are interestedb
or skilled in sen-defense to rormulate scU·deferue
course outlines. Contact Sandy Ramsey, 277-3393.

s WO K
·
T
R
parttlme. $S 5 weekly
average. For appt. call 256-1635 4 till 5
pm.
ll/Jg

berore and the day of the event, space available.
' 'fhe LOBO reserves the right to edit noticesatd

SERVICES~i ~ :;~ ~ ~lN!EiElDi SIOIMIE~ H~E~L~P~?~ ~ ~ i ilil i i~i s~a~·~M~·jwj·isiEi.~2Wi!·9ili90!.i i li~; jl~ ~r~.~ 7i5~5 ~.~i~ ~ ~2~I~ ~ ; ; ~ ~: ;:2!~ PiO~Ll!C;Y~r.;r;L~i piSi·r~v;ie;·.;Ni·it;i';' ; r·~·;'~h,~d:;~
1973 PLYMOUTH SPORT/FURY station wagon,
full power, A/C, 54,000 mi, radial tires, very good
shape, s oooorbestoffer.s 98.441 s.
11125
2

FPC Endorses Grievance Plan

MISCELLANEOUS

"HAYWIRE" Band for hire Roek, CounLry, Jan.

11/I9

Student Standards May Change

SUB.

VW CAMPER 1961 new engine & transmission,
!1/19
radials, $600. 262·0185,

4754. 11/25 '

'Thursday, November 20, 1975

The !975-76 Annual Reiister of Grant Suppotl
is available for perusal in the GSA office, rm, 106,

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric.
Guaranteed accuracy with reasonable rates. 298-

11/3
7147.

STUD EN

delete those considered inappropriate for
column.

ctA~[!JW~
[!)00AC9~A~~

- 12 Midnight

243-5601

Prescriptions -Thrifty
(up to 25% OFF to UNM Students wjiD)

Jewelry & Cosmetics - Beautiful
Cards & Candles - Unusual
School & Office Supplies Everything!

Gifts - Different
La Villita Restaurant· Open Very Soon
Newsland Bookstore #·3- NOW.Openl

Friendly ~ Clean - Convenient

Deadline for Arts and Sciences degree applications is
d~awing near. People plannmg to graduate in May who
have not filed will not be
allowed to graduate.

DAILY

Attention Grad Students! The office o[ Reseu.
ch & Fellowship Services (Scholes 235N) has just'
received the latest edition of the Annual Register
of Grant Support for fellowships for gradllatc
students. Many opportunities are avai\abh.1. The
office is open 8-5 daily.
~
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New Mexico

The. FORD Foundation will have a represen.
tative on campus Nov. 20 to interview grad
students interested in applying for fellowship$
Call Research & Fellowship Services (217-3746)
for more information.

EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
theses, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey'·
Frauenglass, Editorial Consultant. 344-8344,

problem. Call AGORA 277·3013, 24 243·2494. I2/5
7632, or 265·9593.
10pm. 11/I9

SUICIDE is a permanent solution to a temporary

~Lilfl~€1!.'>~

Entry blanks !or the Mirage cover can still b
picked up in the Alumni office, 2nd novo, SUB. e

FREEl FREEl FREEl Outdoor portrait, 5 x 7
double-weight. Absolutely no strings attached!
UNM students, f~culty, staff or immediate family
U.D. required). Sunday, November 23, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Come to: A-PhQtogrnpher, 1717 Girard Blvd
NE, just north of Indian School Road, opposite the
AJbuquerqueTennis Club.
11/21

VARSITY HOUSE, 141 Columbia SE. Deluxe 1·
bedroom, furnished apartment, $160 includes
utilities 268-0525.
11/20

Marron Hall room 131 or by mail to~
Classified Advertising, UNM Box. 20,
Albuquerque, N .M.
87131.

1.

UNM Bookstore and possibly
people," she said';__ .
Santistevan sl;lid everyone several other locations. The com·
seems very interested in the .mittee has not yet determined
evaluations. "Professors ·seem whether the booklets will cost
more interested in it than the students or will be" given, a way.
. She said students may not ask
classes do sometimes,''he said.
to
have a professor evaluated,
Joe McLaughlin, a volunteer
but
added that instructors may
administrator, said, "Students
ask
the committee to evaluate
like it because they don't have to
their classes if they were not
listen to a lecture."
the professors chosen· by
among
The booklets are scheduled to
the
computer.
be distributed Dec. 13 at the
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Sheriff Joe Wilsbn

Jury Recommendation:
Sheriff Must Leave
Bernalillo County Sheriff Joe
Wilson yesterday said he will not
resign his osition despite a
by the county
jury that he do just that.
The grand jury report released
yesterday morning accused
Wilson of "gross incompetence"
and negligence since he took office last January. The report also
criticized Wilson's attendance on
lhejob, saying he has "absented"
himself from the Sheriff's office
to the extent "that he does not
understand the workings of his
Wilson will appear in District
to rebut the charges. "If
want my resignation, they
have it, but I'm not going to
them control my office," said
1£ lou nd guilty Wilson could be
from office, but because
jury did not issue a fordictment against him, he
•"mn<Jt be put in jail or fined if
guilty.
Wilson's trouble with other
agencies began earlier this
when State Attorney
n;oh;o~·
Toney Anaya said
may have to be ousted
'""""'"'of his job performance.

In its report the grand jury
cited the numerous perbattles in Wilson's agency
have hampered the ef•"'tlvter
of the office.
report said Wilson has
employees who were
quatifi€!d and hired workers who
unqualified. Many of those
or demoted by Wilson were
under former Sheriff
Hay.
, Hay's name was also men·
yesterday as a possible
for indictment by the
jury, but there was no con·

firmation that the former sheriff
was or is being investigated.
Despite conflicts with his staff
noted in the grand jury .report,
Wilson was supported yesterday
by Sheriffs Captain Sam Cordova who said the "majority of
the workers in the d'epartment
are supporting him (Wilson) 100
per cent."
Cordova said supporting the
embattled Wilson "is the logical
thing to do."

Tony Hillerman, a member of the FPC and also a
!llember of the a_d ~oc committee which presented
th~ proposal, said It would be an improvement of
grievance procedures for students who "right now
have nothing."
Hillerman said most student grievances about
Anthony Hillerman
faculty could be handled by the committee.
The proposal, as it now reads, states "In cases
agree~, .saying. that unless the grounds for
involving a student grievance against a' faculty or
estabhshmg grwvances are clarified, desperate
staff.. ~ember, the Committee may order apstudents could use the new committee structure to
propriate redress of grievance upon showing of
reta!iate a~ainst professors they did not like.
clear and convincing evidence that improper conH1s sent1men~ was echoed by Edwin Caplan a
siderations were involved, and further, may cite
professor of busmess and administration sciences
the faculty member to the Academic Freedom and
"I~ its present form, (the proposal) would be
Tenure Committee for action, or cite the staff .. openmg ~p a box. that ha~ no definition .to it,"
·
member to the President of the Unlversity for ac.' Caplan said.
tion."
The professor was particularly concerned that if
students become more radical, they might try to
Opposition to the proposal mostly centered on
the words "improper considerations" which FPC
stack the Student Standards Committee with
biased student members.
members considered too vague.
The FPC finally agreed with the essence of the
Elementary education professor Keith Auger
proposal, but postponed approving it until its
said the implications (for faculty) of any redress of
language could be worked out.
grievances would have to be spelled out more
The matter will be considered again at the
clearly.
·
group's next meeting on Dec, 3.
Electrical engineering profe~sor Shlomo Kar.ni
~.

,/.

Women Sweep ASUNM Run-Off Election
By Susan Walton
The three female candidates
won in yesterday's ASUNM runoff election to seat the last of the
10 senators who will serve year
long terms.
Celia Knight, Ginger Kilbourne and Pamela Cyran came in fir·
st through third respectively in
number of votes cast in a light
voter turnout of over 600 students.
The Election Commission
called for a run-off election last
Friday when it became apparent
there ·were 35 more votes cast
than students who had signed in
to vote. The Commission deter·
mined the three women and Greg
Cruz might have been affected by
those 35 extra votes,
Knight received 402 votes;
Kilbourne, 370; Cyran, 355 and
Cruz, 329.
"Given the weather, the tur·
nout was good," Stuart Walker,
Election Commission chairman
said. "The voting was brisk at
Davis' garage.
"At first we hoped the weather
would be-good, but we moved the
outside polls into the lobbies of
the buildings and into Davis'
garage when the weather turned
bad," Walker said,
The ballot boxes from .. the
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Celia Knight
Student Union Building and.
President Davis' garage each had
one ballot more than the number
of signatures of voters. The
boxes at La Posada, Engineering
and Geology all had an equal
number of ballots and student
signatures.
Brian Sanderoff, ASUNM at·
torney' p•neral said the rubber
stamps used on the ballots before
they were cast into the ballot
boxes were "a definite im·
provement" to ballot security in
this election.
The stamps were used in an effort to distinguish those ballots

Pamela Cyran
which were legally cast from
those which were "stuffed" into
the boxes.

Knight received the most
votes at Geology, Davis' garage
and La Posada. Kilbourne
received the most votes at
Engineering and Cruz led in
votes cast at the SUB.
The seven candidates who won
senate seats in last Wednesday's
election were Kevin Jaramillo,
Tom Williams, Rick Lopez,
Kathy Elsberry, Ellen Greenblatt, Les Marshall and Rolando
Benavidez.

Ginger Kilbourne
Next semester's Senate will be
10 men and 10 women.
Five USDA Choice candidates
won seats in the fall general election, three Student Veterans
took seats, one Dynamic Duo and
one Independent won seats.
The new Senate will not meet
next Wednesday because of
Thanksgiving vacations. When it
does meet, Dec. 3, the 10 new
senators will be sworn into office
by a court justice.
The Senate will be limited in
its actions until next semester
because it has only $1.41 .in its
treasury.
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